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Abstract

Sports injury is an issue that frequently occurs among athletes. The most common sports injuries are ankle sprains. Hence, to overcome this problem, the National Sports Institute and the Malaysia Sport School has set up special clinics for athletes undergoing rehabilitation treatment. In RMK 10 (2010-2015), the government aims to provide the best medical facilities and producing high value medical device. In spite of the advancement and variety of available ankle rehabilitation technology device, there is an eminent need to investigate the current position on the acceptance of these rehabilitation devices to assist patient recovery. Therefore, in this study technology acceptance model is designed to investigate the user acceptance on ankle rehabilitation technology device application in healthcare industry. The purpose of this study is to design a quantitative approach based on the technology acceptance model questionnaire as its primary research methodology. It utilized quantitative approach based on Technology Acceptance Model (TAM) to evaluate the system of ankle rehabilitation technology device. The related constructs for evaluation are: Perceived of Usefulness, Perceived Ease of Use, User Satisfaction and Attribute of Usability. All these constructs are modified to suit the context of the study. Moreover, this study outlines the details of each construct and its relevance toward the research issue. The outcome of the study represents series of approaches that will be apply to check the suitability of an ankle rehabilitation technology device on patient in healthcare industry and how well it achieve the aims and objectives of the design.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

Physical therapy and sport rehabilitation treatment have been, for many decades, the most standard treatment for sprained ankle. But more evidence is needed for some types of physical therapy interventions as well as rehabilitation technology device. Further investigation on cost effectiveness for the treatment of ankle sprain is also needed (Maciejasz, P. et al., 2014).

These researches combined fundamental aspects of sports science, technology and health’s science to use rehabilitation technology device and an evaluation system. The research consist of three aspects: ankle training program for injury prevention and rehabilitation, FITT principle in exercise rehabilitation and Integrated Multiple Ankle Technology Device (IMATD) system. Effective evaluation on healthcare information systems such as Integrated Multiple Ankle Technology Device (IMATD) is necessary in order to ensure systems adequately meet the requirements and information processing needs for the users and health care organizations. We designed a Technology Acceptance Model to investigate user acceptance on rehabilitation technology device in healthcare industry. It proposed a research methodology that being adopted to understand the objectives and finally able to validate the rehabilitation technology device.

Therefore, this study will describe the acceptance of the system to patients with ankle sprains as a user. The objective of this study is to identified factors contributing to the adoption of integrated Multiple Ankle Technology Device (IMATD) on ankle rehabilitation patients and to determine the level of acceptance for IMATD using Technology Acceptance Model (TAM). The acceptance of these systems is reviewed by the Technology Acceptance Model (TAM). Through this model, the patient acceptance on the system can be seen either the admission of patients to be more dominant on perception IMATD (Perceived Acceptance) or Perception Facility Acceptance (Perceived Ease of Acceptances) or other attributes.

2.0 LITERATURE REVIEW

TAM was developed by Davis in 1989 as one of the most widely used model in research on information technology because it is simpler and easier to implement. There are many theoretical perspectives that have been developed in order to understand how end users make decisions to use application of technology. The theories provide tools to understand the success or failure in implementation processes of
new IT applications (Abu-Dalbouh, H. M., 2013). The most dominant theories in IT research are Innovation Diffusion Theory (IDT) (Sundaravej, T., 2010), Theory of planned Behaviour (TPB) (Ajzen, I., 1991), the Unified Theory of Acceptance and Use of Technology (UTAUT) (Venkatesh et. al., 2012). The FITT framework (Ammenwerth et. al., 2002) and technology acceptance Model (TAM) (Davis, 1989).

TAM model is adapted from the theory of reasoned action (TRA), the theory of reasoned action developed by the Fish and Ajzen in 1975, with the proviso that the reaction and one’s perception will determine the attitude and behavior of the person. Thus, reactions will influence a user’s perception on technology. TRA is a general model concerned by individual’s intended behaviors. According to TRA, an individual performance is determined by the individual’s attitude and norms concerning the behavior in question. In addition Ajzen and Fishbein (1980) said an individual’s beliefs and motivation interact with existing behavior.

In this study the TAM theory will be used for the purpose of multiple of this study as shown in figure 1, to structure the research process and to enhance the understanding of the acceptance and use of Integrated Multiple Ankle Technology Device (IMATD) in health care industry. Individual factor such as age, gender and technology skills are external variables in the study. Perceived usefulness is assessed by means of the content and benefits of the Integrated Multiple Ankle Technology Device (IMATD) on patient progress system and the barriers and facilitators to the implementation of the system. The functionality of the application described the preciseness of the system. Attitude towards rehabilitation technology that being measured are motivation to use portable devices, satisfaction with rehabilitation technology and experience of the benefit of rehabilitation technology.

![Technology acceptance model theory](image)

**Figure 1** Technology acceptance model theory

### 3.0 METHODOLOGY

Both qualitative and quantitative method will be carried out to evaluate the effectiveness of application FITT principle in exercise rehabilitation using Integrated Multiple Ankle Technology Device (IMATD). According to Babbie (2001), the distinction between qualitative and quantitative data in social research is essentially distinct between numerical and non-numerical data. King, Keohane, and Verba (1994) stated that qualitative research use number and statistical methods. However, both methods have their own advantages and disadvantages.

According to Blaikie, N. (2007), the disadvantages of quantitative analysis is balanced by the advantages of qualitative analysis and vice versa. Each study design has different methods of data collection. Quantitative study is more towards compaction of data in order to see a bigger problem whereas the qualitative study is more towards the collection of data in detail (Tasir, Z., 2012) and a collection of empirical materials such as case study, personal experience, life story, interview, observation and historical interactional text (Denzin and Lincoln, 1994).

According to Greene and Caracelli (1997), assessing both outcomes of a study (quantitative) as well as the process (qualitative) able to showed a complete picture of the phenomenon can be developed. The combination of quantitative and qualitative studies is also known as triangulation of method (Neuman, 2000) which can increase the validity of a study.

For this reason, a questionnaire design coupled with quantitative analysis was employed in the present study to examine the variables in the adoption model and to achieve evaluation using Integrated Multiple Ankle Technology Device (IMATD) for track patient’s condition. Moreover a likert scale is applied to each set of questionnaires to examine how strong the subjects agree or disagree with statements of five point scale with the following anchors: (1) Strongly disagree, (2) Disagree, (3) Nature, (4) Agree, (5) Strongly agree. In this study the proposed methodology was developed in five phases as presented in methodology section.

### 3.1 Analysis Techniques

There are three objectives of data analysis: (i) getting overview for the sample data and its attributes, (ii) testing the goodness of data and (iii) validating the proposed hypotheses.

### 3.2 Variable Measurement

The methodology applied in the study is based on the questionnaire approach. The objective of the questionnaire approach is basically to evaluate the Integrated Multiple Ankle Technology Device (IMATD) system. The questionnaire contained: personal information, perceived usefulness, and perceived ease of use, user satisfaction and attribute of usability. All of these have a number of questions constructed to evaluate the effectiveness of the system to the intended users.

### 3.3 Research Method

This study focused on the views and opinions of ankle sprain patient’s using ankle rehabilitation device technology. This study developed the questionnaire as a research tool to collect data. The questionnaire used is designed and developed based on Technology Acceptance Model (TAM). The survey is divided into 3 parts, the first part is the information respondents, the second part is a set of questionnaire on patient with ankle sprain and the last part is a questionnaire on the appliance of ankle rehabilitation technology device based on Technology Acceptance Model (TAM). Likert scale was used in the questionnaire with scale of 1 to 5 as a measurement scale for the respondents to answer based on the questions raised.
Phase 1: Research Background

In this phase, the researcher is required to prepare background of the problem to indicate the significance of the research. Then, followed by thorough literature review to provide evidences and supports on the research works. The researcher then developed the objectives of the research which will guide the researcher to conduct the research work and have its own independent methodology.

Phase 2: Observation and Documentation

In this phase, observation and documentation were carried out to identify conventional treatment in exercise rehabilitation and application of FITT principle in exercise rehabilitation. In this phase, observation was carried out at National Sport Council Institute under rehabilitation department to determine the application of FITT principle in exercise rehabilitation and to gather data on patients with ankle sprain from 2010 until 2015 at Sekolah Sukan Tunku Mahkota Ismail. Then, the researcher is required to identify the type of therapeutic exercise suitable for athletes.

Phase 3: Design Exercise Rehabilitation Protocol

The protocol development phase focused on developing an upgrade model of exercise rehabilitation treatment with the combination of FITT principle. This protocol is developed based on the results obtained from an observation and documentation in phase 2.

Phase 4: Design and development Integrated Multiple Ankle Technology device (IMATD)

The development of the system in this phase emphasized on the design and development of Integrated Multiple Ankle Technology Device (IMATD). The IMATD device functioned as an information management that will be used by physical therapist in Hospital and as a medium to provide feedback to patients. The device is developed based on a system development lifecycle model (SDLC), namely the ADDIE model.

Phase 5: Evaluation with Integrated Multiple Ankle Technology Device (IMATD)

This phase is all about the findings from the research. Reliability and validity test is conducted in this phase to ensure the effectiveness of IMATD so it can be use without any error in future. The evaluation is performed to determine the correctness of the IMATD system. It utilized a quantitative approach based a Technology Acceptance Model (TAM).

Phase 6: Finding, Result, Documentation and Report Writing

This phase documented the research work starting from research background to research methodology. Flow chart is represented to illustrate the flow of the research. Scientific analysis regarding the findings of each of the objective is presented in the documentation.

4.0 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The standard software categorizes quality into functionality, Perceived of Usefulness, Perceived Ease of Use, User satisfaction and attribute of usability. This study aims to design all these categories to investigate the user acceptance on rehabilitation technology device towards patients’ progress in health care industry. From the perspective of TAM, perceived ease of use, perceived usefulness, user satisfaction and attribute of usability are assumed to be related to the acceptance of rehabilitation technology device in tracking patient progress.

Perceived Of Usefulness

It is defined as the degree to which a healthcare professional believes that healthcare industry will be improving by using rehabilitation technology in tracking patient condition. The measurement of perceived usefulness comprises of 5 items modified to the content of this study as shown in Table 1.

Perceived Ease of Use

It referred to the degree to which user believed the use of rehabilitation technology device to improve the quality of treatment in the hospitals. The measurement of perceived ease of use construct contained 5 items and is modified to fit the context of this study as shown in Table 3.

User Satisfaction

It can be experienced in a variety of situations and connected to system. It is highly personal assessment that is greatly affected by user expectations. The measurement of user satisfaction construct contained 5 items and modified to the context of this study as shown in Table 3.

Attribute of Usability

In this area, Human computer Interaction (HCI) using rehabilitation technology device is used to track patient progress system. It attempted to bridge the gap between human’s goals and the system. This is done by taking into account some of the issues in Integrated
Multiple Ankle Technology Device (IMATD) by adopting practical techniques to observe human behavior and observe their performance. The measurement for attribute of usability construct contained 5 item and modified to the context of this study as shown in Table 4

**Table 1** Perceived of usefulness item

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Construct</th>
<th>Operational Definition</th>
<th>Measured Items</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Perceived of Usefulness| Perceived of usefulness is a feeling that physical therapist hold toward the improvement in tracking patient condition by using Integrated Multiple Ankle Technology Device (IMATD) | PU1: Integrated Multiple Ankle Technology Device (IMATD) on patient of feeling that doctors and progress system will enable usefulness physical therapist hold the doctor and physical therapist toward the improvement to get the information of the patient quickly  
PU2: The Integrated Multiple Ankle Technology Device (IMATD) on patient condition by using progress system allows the doctor to follow up rehabilitation device tracking technology the patient condition from outside of the hospital 
PU3: Integrated Multiple Ankle Technology Device (IMATD) on patient progress system is useful in the rapid retrieval of information from the patient 
PU4: Integrated Multiple Ankle Technology Device (IMATD) on patient progress system will save the time of physical therapist. 
PU5: Using Integrated Multiple Ankle Technology Device (IMATD) would improve my tracking patient condition performance. |

**Table 2** Perceived ease of use items

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Construct</th>
<th>Operational Definition</th>
<th>Measured Items</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Perceived Ease of Use | Perceived Ease of use refers to a level of easiness that physical therapist feel when using Integrated Multiple Ankle Technology Device (IMATD) tracking on patient progress system | EU1: Learning to operate Integrated Multiple Ankle Technology Device (IMATD) on patient progress system would be ease for me  
EU2: I would find it easy get Integrated Multiple Ankle Technology Device (IMATD) tracking on patient progress system to do what I want it to do.  
EU3: My interaction with Integrated Multiple Ankle Technology Device (IMATD) tracking on patient progress system would be clear and understandable.  
EU4: I would find Integrated Multiple Ankle Technology Device (IMATD) tracking on patient progress system to be flexible to interact  
EU5: It would be easy for me to become skillful at using Integrated Multiple Ankle Technology Device (IMATD) tracking on patient progress |

**Table 3** User satisfaction items

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Construct</th>
<th>Operational Definition</th>
<th>Measured Items</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| User Satisfaction   | User satisfaction refers to a level of satisfying that physical therapist of using Integrated Multiple Ankle Technology Device (IMATD) on patient progress system | US1: I completely satisfied in using the Integrated Multiple Ankle Technology Device (IMATD) tracking on patient progress system  
US2: I feel very confident in using the Integrated Multiple Ankle Technology Device (IMATD) tracking on patient progress system  
US3: I found it easy to share information about the patient condition using Integrated Multiple Ankle Technology Device (IMATD) tracking on patient progress.  
US4: I can accomplish the task quickly using this procedure  
US5: I believe that from using Integrated Multiple Ankle Technology Device (IMATD) tracking on patient progress system will increase the quality of health care industry |
### Table 4 Attribute of usability items

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Construct</th>
<th>Operational Definition</th>
<th>Measured Items</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Attribute of Usability</td>
<td>Attribute of usability shows up potential issues in the rehabilitation technology device on patient progress system. The usability helps to get feedback on what is or isn’t working and have a much broader understanding of what users are doing and how they interact with the system, system by progress using Integrated Multiple Ankle Technology Device (IMATD).</td>
<td>AU1: It is easy to interact with Integrated Multiple Ankle Technology Device (IMATD) tracking on patient progress AU2: The procedure through Integrated Multiple Ankle Technology Device (IMATD) on patient AU3: I found it easy to decide which the case need to be AU4: I found the various functions in this system were well integrate AU5: I think that I would like to use this system always</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 6.0 CONCLUSION

Therefore there is an eminent need to investigate the current position on the acceptance of these rehabilitation technology device applications that are tailored to track patients’ conditions and storing patient’s information. We proposed Technology Acceptance Model (TAM) based on the literature review that aims to evaluate and investigate usability test for Perceived of usefulness, Perceived Ease of Use, User Satisfaction and Attribute of usability. These attributes are important on evaluation of Rehabilitation technology device on patients’ progress system to assess Integrated Multiple Ankle Technology Device (IMATD) system to be useful for the users.
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